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Abstract—As modern processors and semiconductor circuits move into 32 nm technologies and below, designers face the major problem of process variations. This problem makes designing VLSI circuits harder and harder, affects the circuit performance and introduces faults that can cause critical failures. Therefore, fault-tolerant design is required to obtain the necessary level of reliability and availability especially for safety-critical systems. Since XOR-XNOR circuits are basic building blocks in various digital and mixed systems, especially in arithmetic circuits, these gates should be designed such that they indicate any malfunction during normal operation. In fact, this property of verifying the results delivered by a circuit during its normal operation is called Concurrent Error Detection (CED). In this paper, we propose a CED based fault-tolerant XOR-XNOR circuit implementation. The proposed design is performed using the 32 nm process technology.

Index Terms—Fault-tolerant systems, Concurrent Error Detection (CED), XOR-XNOR circuit, stuck-at fault model, transistor stuck-on fault model, transistor stuck-open fault model

I. INTRODUCTION

MOS transistor scaling has been the key of the rapid advances of integrated circuits performance and density [1]. As technology advances to deep-sub-micron levels and below, VLSI circuits increase in complexity and become more susceptible to process variations [2]. The primary effect of process variations is on transistor parameters. Thus, parameter variations in key device parameters such as channel length, threshold voltage and oxide thickness, are increasing at an alarming rate [3].

Due to these parameter variations in VLSI circuits, transient and permanent faults arise; and they can corrupt the circuit operation. Thus, fault-tolerant designs are required to ensure safe operation of digital systems performing safety-critical functions in safety-critical devices [4]. To achieve the fault-tolerance property, it is important to increase the level of error detection. Thus, Concurrent Error Detection (CED) is important in highly dependable computing systems, because CED techniques can be used to detect permanent and transient faults in these circuits during normal operation [5]. Thereby, in applications where dependability is important, CED circuitry must be used for assuring early detection of errors preserving the state of the system and preventing data corruption [6].

The exclusive-OR (XOR) and exclusive-NOR (XNOR) are fundamental components in full adders, and in larger circuits such as parity checkers. Thus, the performance of these logic circuits is affected by the individual performance of each XOR-XNOR included in them [7-8]. In this paper, we propose a CED based fault-tolerant XOR-XNOR circuit implementation using the 32 nm process technology.

This XOR-XNOR circuit implementation is proposed to achieve the required level of reliability and robustness for schemes using the dual duplication code like adders, ALUs, multipliers and dividers. Simulation results of the implemented chip are presented and show that the technique is effective and can be easily implemented in the System-on-Chip (SoC) environment. We first present out proposed circuit topology (Section II-A) and its simulation result (Section II-B). Then we verify the proposed circuit using three typical fault models (Section III).

II. CONCURRENT ERROR DETECTION BASED FAULT-TOLERANT SYSTEMS

Process variation is caused by the inability to precisely control the fabrication process at small-feature technologies [9]. Therefore, deep-submicron technologies with lower voltage level systems are more susceptible to permanent and transient faults. Consequently, fault tolerance must be used to tolerate design faults in safety-critical systems. Thus, building fault-tolerant systems is so important for safety-
critical applications (such as transport and medical applications) to ensure the correctness of the results computed in the presence of permanent and transient failures [4-6].

For safety-critical applications, the correspondent safety level requires the detection of any single fault that arises during normal operation. In order to ensure this on-line fault detection property, we can employ CED techniques. The most basic method of performing CED is hardware redundancy, i.e., two copies of the hardware are used concurrently to perform the same computation on the same data. At the end of each computation, the results are compared and any discrepancy is reported as an error [10]. In fact, the CED technique presented in this paper is achieved by means of output duplication technique. The output of a circuit has a certain property that can be monitored by a checker. If an error causes a violation of the property, the checker gives an error indication signal [5].

Exclusive-OR (XOR) and exclusive-NOR (XNOR) circuits are basic building blocks in various digital systems, especially in arithmetic circuits. Also, the performance of these logic circuits is affected by the individual performance of each XOR-XNOR circuit included in them. Thus, each XOR-XNOR gate included in these circuits must be fault-tolerant to be able to continue operating even with failures in their hardware [11]. XOR and XNOR circuits implement functions that are complementary. XOR and XNOR circuits are binary operations that perform the following Boolean functions [11]:

\[
\begin{align*}
A \text{ XOR } B &= A \oplus B = A\neg B + A B
\\
A \text{ XNOR } B &= A \Theta B = AB + A\neg B 
\end{align*}
\]

where \((A, A\neg)\) and \((B, B\neg)\) are complementary pairs of data. The XOR and XNOR circuits can be implemented in different architectures by using different circuit designs. Examples of design techniques for XOR-XNOR circuits are static CMOS logic, pass transistor logic, CMOS pass transistor logic, double pass transistor logic and transmission gate [11-12].

Pass transistor logic uses fewer transistors to implement important logic functions. Also, smaller transistors and smaller capacitances are required, and it is faster than conventional CMOS. However, the pass transistor gates generate degraded signals, which slow down signal propagation [13].

A. The proposed XOR-XNOR circuit implementation

In this paper, a novel XOR-XNOR circuit designed in modified pass transistor logic is presented in Fig. 1. The current implementation does not generate degraded signals. This gate has dual inputs \((A, A\neg, B \text{ and } B\neg)\) and generates duplicated dual outputs \((\text{XOR1, XNOR1})\) and \((\text{XOR2, XNOR2})\). The circuit implementation is performed with eight MOS transistors.

In the current XOR-XNOR circuit, the fault-tolerance property is ensured by using a duplicated output computation based concurrent error detection method. In fact, this CED method is based on generating duplicated dual outputs. The first path gives the first outputs \((\text{XOR1 and XNOR1})\); and the second path gives the second outputs \((\text{XOR2 and XNOR2})\). Errors caused by faults will affect only one of the two paths and may be detected just by checking the complementarity principle between each (XOR, XNOR) function. The proposed XOR-XNOR circuit and the correspondent layout are respectively given by Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{XOR1} &= A \text{ XOR } B = A\neg B + A B \\
\text{XNOR1} &= A \text{ XNOR } B = AB + A\neg B 
\end{align*}
\]

From the second path, we obtain XOR2 and XNOR2 functions (2). In this path, the inputs are \(A, A\neg, B \text{ and } B\neg\), but the input \(B\neg\) is performed from the input \(B\). Thus, the circuit will be insensitive to any kind of errors affecting the input \(B\).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{XOR2} &= A \text{ XOR } B = (A\neg) B + A B \\
\text{XNOR2} &= A \text{ XNOR } B = AB + (A\neg)B
\end{align*}
\]

Thus, this XOR-XNOR circuit implementation can increase the fault tolerance property, since the circuit outputs are computed using the output computation of two paths.

B. Simulation results

The XOR-XNOR circuit is implemented in full-custom 32 nm technology [14]. SPICE simulations of the circuit extracted from the layout, including parasitic, are used to demonstrate that the circuit has a confirmed electrical behaviour.
From this simulation we can remark that the outputs (XOR1, XNOR1) and (XOR2, XNOR2) obtained by this computation technique are complementary, therefore the circuit is fault-free. Also, as indicated in the previous section, the current implementation does not generate degraded output signals and can produce strong 1’s and 0’s. This is important, especially with low voltage levels and small noise margins.

### III. THE XOR-XNOR CIRCUIT FAULT ANALYSIS

Due to the diversity of VLSI defects, it is hard to generate complementary tests for real defects. Therefore, fault models are necessary to analyse any VLSI circuit in the presence of faults. In the following sub-sections, we analyse the behaviour of our XOR-XNOR circuit with respect to the set of fault models including logical stuck-at faults, transistor stuck-on and transistor stuck-open faults.

#### A. The stuck-at fault model

The most common model used for logical faults is the single stuck-at fault. It assumes that a fault in a logic gate results in one of its inputs or the output is fixed at either a logic 0 (stuck-at-0) or at logic 1 (stuck-at-1) [15]. So, for inputs, we consider the logical stuck-at fault model. Table I gives the response of the gate for all inputs combinations.

![Fig. 2. Layout of the XOR-XNOR circuit in full-custom 32 nm process technology](image)

![Fig. 3. SPICE simulation of the XOR-XNOR circuit in 32nm technology without faults](image)

**TABLE I**  
**THE GATE RESPONSE FOR ALL INPUTS COMBINATIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>A~</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>B~</th>
<th>xor1</th>
<th>xnor1</th>
<th>xor2</th>
<th>xnor2</th>
<th>Conclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Multiple fault (detected)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Single fault (detected &amp; corrected)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Single fault (detected &amp; corrected)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Multiple fault (detected)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Single fault (detected &amp; corrected)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Single fault (detected &amp; corrected)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Multiple fault (detected)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Single fault (detected &amp; corrected)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Single fault (detected &amp; corrected)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Single fault (detected &amp; corrected)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the table above, we can conclude that for primary logical stuck-at faults, all single and multiple faults on primary inputs will result in a non-valid code by producing no complementary outputs. In other words, each fault will be detected when there are non-complementary (XOR, XNOR) outputs, because normally XOR and XNOR should be complementary data. We should note that the error detection is achieved by using only one of the two paths. Also, the fault-free outputs are available on the second path. (The concurrent error correction is available only for single stuck-at faults).

However, not all defects in VLSI circuits can be represented by the stuck-at fault model. It has been shown that transistor stuck-on and transistor stuck-open are two other types of defects that may remain undetected if testing is performed only based on the stuck-at fault model [13-15]. Next, we consider the stuck-on and stuck-open transistor fault model. We will examine all possible single transistor stuck-on and transistor stuck-open faults within the circuit of Fig. 1 in next two sub-sections.

#### B. The transistor stuck-on fault model

A stuck-on transistor fault involves the permanent closing of the path between the source and the drain of the transistor (PMOS or NMOS). In other words, a transistor stuck-on...
fault may be modelled as a bridging fault from the source to
the drain of a transistor [15]. In order to analyse the circuit
behaviour in the presence of stuck-on faults with realistic
circuit defects, we simulate the considered XOR-XNOR
circuit in the presence of faults. Faults are manually injected
in the circuit layout of Fig. 2. Table II states the circuit
response for all possible single transistor stuck-on faults.
Two signals E11 (Error indication 1) and E12 (Error
indication 2) are obtained by checking the principle of
complementarity respectively between (XOR1, XNOR1)
and (XOR2, XNOR2). E11 and E12 are generated using
respectively the first path and the second path outputs
computation.

![Table II]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transistor</th>
<th>Input vector detecting the fault A B</th>
<th>XOR1</th>
<th>XNOR1</th>
<th>XOR2</th>
<th>XNOR2</th>
<th>E11</th>
<th>E12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N1</td>
<td>1 0 0 1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N2</td>
<td>0 1 0 1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N3</td>
<td>0 1 0 1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N4</td>
<td>0 1 1 0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>1 0 1 0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>0 1 1 0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>1 0 1 0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>1 0 1 0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If a fault appears, it only affects one of the two paths.
Consequently, a fault producing no complementary outputs
affects only one of the two error indication signals (E11 and
E12). Each error detection signal can be generated using a
pass transistor XOR gate.

C. The transistor stuck-on fault model

A stuck-open transistor involves the permanent opening
of the connection between the source and the drain of a
transistor [15]. When a transistor is rendered non-
conducting by a fault, it is said to be stuck-open. In our fault
model, a single physical line in the circuit is broken. In fact,
by examining the layout of the circuit given by Fig. 1, we
may remark that transistors N1, N2, P1 and P2 have the same
gate which is connected to the input B. Also, transistors N3,
N4, P3 and P4 have the same gate which is connected to the
input A. The transistors gates for each output block are
connected in such a way that a single break in any transistor
gate does not make the transistor stuck-open. Therefore, we
need two breaks to make any transistor stuck-open. Thus,
this property makes the circuit fault-tolerant for single
stuck-open fault model.

In this section, we have shown that the scheme of the Fig.
1 is fault-tolerant for the logic stuck-at fault model,
transistor stuck-on and stuck-open fault model.

IV. CONCLUSION

With the continuous scaling of devices and interconnects,
the geometrical feature size decreases from submicron to the
sub-nano and beyond. Therefore, process variations become
relatively more important and VLSI complex circuits are
more susceptible to permanent and transient faults.
Therefore, designing fault-tolerant systems providing
continuous and safe operation in the presence of faults
become important, especially in specific applications
domains requiring very high levels of reliability. In this
paper, we have presented a Concurrent Error Detection
based fault-tolerant XOR-XNOR circuit implementation,
and have verified the proposed circuit using different fault
models. The proposed circuit can significantly improve the
reliability and robustness for schemes using the dual
duplication code such as adders, ALUs, multipliers and
dividers.
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